A NEW EVENT IN A NEW EUROPEAN MEMBER COUNTRY: CROATIA
The forth event of Play Europe project took place in Buje – Umag municipalities.
Focus: youth & creativity

By Croatian Delegation
The fourth "Play Europe" meeting was held in
Croatia, more specifically in Buje, where
around forty young people gathered and
discussed the topic "Young people and
creativity". The City of Buje is a small
municipality with circa 7.000 citizens. It has an
extremely important geographical position, so
the City is internationally oriented and it
believes to be a good environment to develop
international activities further, exspecifically
in the field of youth employment, active
citizenship as regards support to elderly and
families, and CSOs empowerment.

A wonderful shot of the City of Buje (Croatia)

The participants, that came from all of the partner countries (Italy, Spain, The Netherlands,
Belgium and Greece), had the opportunity to creatively express their opinion about the
important goals for youth and tried to find ways to reach those goals, taking into consideration
the various national, cultural and religious differences between the participants. All of this was
done through creative workshops, lectures and study visits to the Višnjan planetarium and the
International cultural center in Grožnjan, led by different Croatian and Eu lecturers and guides.

Edi Andreašić,
mayor of Buje
Municipality

"This project is especially important for young people. By participating in it
they become conscious, responsible citizens and they create a sense of
belonging to a larger context, which gives them the opportunity to witness
the possibilities of mutual international thinking, expressing opinions and
active participation. The project "Play Europe" gives them the power to
communicate their needs, ideas and opinions in an open way, on a European
level and to establish contacts and networks with ambitious, young people
from different European countries", said Edi Andreašić, the mayor of the city
of Buje, adding that "young people must understand that they can and they
must influence the creation of future European policies with their active
participation."
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CREATIVITY BACKSTAGE… AND MORE!!
“Youth & Creativity” they said… During this event, we could see human creativity
everywhere… Pictures, cameras, videos, SELFIES! And seagulls shouting all the time, of
course… And pianos everywhere! So, let’s see what happened in Croatia in few points!
By Alimos Delegation (Greece)
…

Day 2

Day 1
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Piano in the hall (grand piano!)
Paintings (in every hallway!)
Colorful pictures on the wall
Fallas presentation (we love Spain!)
Traditional food & deserts during the breaks
(Yummy!)
Enigmas by Ranko Rajovic (Mind jolting! Jasper beats
us all… Is he from Finland?)
Conversation about musical backgrounds (Tudor is
curious!)
Translating greek surnames (Tudor is curious again!)
Workshop: What we see in the green picture (Happy
Christmas everyone! And some bacteria…)
Football during dinner (Nice pizza!)
Observatory & Saturn (in the middle of nowhere…
missing the greek match!)
Greece is one of the 16!
Everyone is jealous of our room!
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• Workshop: Games! (Close your eyes…
Basketball!)
• Groznjan scenery… (Beautiful although it rains!)
• Conversation about different cultures during
lunch (and about uni-life!)
• Walking around Umag (shops & architecture!
church, square, beach, jetty)
• Conversation about the ancient greek language
& philosophy (Pizza again!)
• Rooftop Secret Silent Party! (The German mother
complaining and recording…)
• Singing Disney musical songs during our way
back to the hotel (Jeffrey & Kentcho & Lina)
Some Play
Europe guys
during Sunset
in Croatia

…

•
•
•
•

Day 3

A great painting on a wall (The eye…)
The forbidden jakuzi (everyone trying to get in incognito!)
Roman Festival in Umag (one more taste of traditional food)
Back to the hotel by train (So cold! And then lost in Umag… And
Jefferson scaring the girls!)
• Recording a goodbye video and taking pictures
• Insect attack (Jefferson saved our lives!)

And then we have the unforgettable moments…. Let’s see what everyone answered!!
•
•
•
•
•

The trips on the bus and the fun we had on it (photos-talks-jokes etc)
Meeting different people, sharing ideas, culture, backround and making new friends
The rooftop silence jakuzi party
The creative games in Groznjan
The night walks in Umag

To be continued…. See you in Greece!

What is creativity?
The floor is your, young leaders!
During the morning of the first day, each delegation of
young leaders presented “their approach to creativity”,
by describing best practices, local initiatives and personal
suggestions.
All the 6 delegations (Italian, Croatian, Spanish, Belgian,
Greek and Dutch) performed a 10 minutes presentation,
prepared “at home” before the meeting.
The result was very interesting. Leaders and coordinators
collected an huge amount of material and information,
useful both for the discussion and labs performed later in
Buje and for the Social Agenda 27 and the Handbook.
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LEADER’S OPINIONS: THE MIC IS YOURS!
The young leaders interviewed themselves about Play Europe project… let’s see.
Coordinated by …
What have you gained in terms of personal experience?
Alexandra, from Greece: The Play Europe Project Meeting in Buje, Croatia, helped me
in many ways. First of all, I improved my English! Secondly, I learnt interesting things
about the legislative system of the European Union and I did a great rehearsal on the
European Institutions. Furthermore, I learnt to use both sides of my body (as a righthanded person I almost didn't use at all my left side :p ) and last but not least I learned
things about 5 other European countries!!
Maria, from Greece: Getting to meet and live for a while with people from around
Europe, was truly amazing! We shared our lifestyles, talked about our traditions and
cultures and learned how societies work in different countries.

Rocio, from Spain: First, I think that I have learned and I have enjoyed the amazing
experience of share some days with people of different countries. So, I have learned
other cultures, other customs, other ways of thinking… Of course I have improved my
English that in my opinion had been a very good thing for me. Also, due to the
presentation that each country had to do in each meeting, now I have less fear of
public speaking. Other aspect that I think that is really interesting and I have learned it
at this project is the fact that so many young people are interested in the topics and
are arranged to work, paying attention to all the different opinions, giving their own
opinions and all together creating and being motivated to give solutions.

Has your European feeling changed by participating Play Europe, and if so, in which way?
Lina, from Greece: Participating in the play Europe project has definitely boosted my
European feeling. The most important reason is that I had the chance to meet people
of my age from all over Europe, exchange ideas and backgrounds only to realize we
share the same agonies and concerns for the future.
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LEADER’S OPINIONS: THE MIC IS YOURS!
The young leaders interviewed themselves about Play Europe project… let’s see.
Alexandra, from Greece: One of the reasons that I study International and European
Studies is that I want to be an active citizen on the united European Union. Fortunately,
Play Europe Project helped me understand that I could be not only a theoretically
active person, but an actual, too.

Rocio, from Spain: Of course! Due to my participation at Play Europe my European
feeling has changed. If I am honest, before my participation in this program I couldn’t
say; Yes, I’m European! , but now, of course I can say it and I can feel that I am.
Before my participation in this program I knew Europe because I have travelled a lot
with my family, so I knew lots of cities in Europe; however I didn’t know other European
people interested in a project and interested in share their opinions and ideals to grow
as a continent. If feel European because now I know European people that is really
interested in European aspects and I think than all together, like a “European team” can
improve those aspects.

What is the most important part of the project Play Europe program in your opinion?
Alessia, from Italy: The most important part of the project Play Europe program in my
opinion are the moments/spaces dedicated to the discussion, exchange and
production of shared documents, where each of us can express their opinion and share
it with other young people and to find "best common practices".

Alexandra, from Greece: I find really interesting the fact that I can travel in cities where
I would've probably never been and, for sure, the fact that I can share my viewpoints
about different topics with other young people.

Rocio, from Spain: In my opinion an important part of the project is the fact of sharing
opinions and experiences with other young people, creating a “global opinion” or
conclusion. That conclusion, that we create working together is for me the most
important part of the project. This is so because in the Social Agenda 27 we can write
this conclusion, and that’s the way to show other people our work and our ideas.
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LEADER’S OPINIONS: THE MIC IS YOURS!
The young leaders interviewed themselves about Play Europe project… let’s see.
In what way has Play Europe influenced you politically?
Maria, from Greece: After those days and a few speeches later I feel more politically
educated. Thus I now understand things better and can have a clearer point of view.

Yaiza, from Spain: I now find myself quite interested in political matters, especially
the ones concerning the European Union. For example, a few months ago, with the
European Elections: not only did I feel excited with the idea of me voting and
contributing to change the situation, but I also started to encourage my friends
and family to vote as well and take a stand for a better Europe. This is a big
improvement for people like me, who originally did not want to hear a lot about the
political world and now not only listen to that kind of news but also search for it to
be part of the discussion .

Did you think that an important topic is missing in the project Play Europe?
Alessia, from Italy: I'm a social worker then I think that a topic is missing in the project
Play Europe may be: social and health policies in Europe. :-)

Maria, from Greece: No,it was perfectly fine.

Lina, from Greece: What is a main concern to me, my studies and field of work
accordingly, is education. I strongly believe that education is a topic which needs
further discussion, innovative ideas and action planning as it is one of the most
important factors shaping our lives and careers.
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LEADER’S OPINIONS: THE MIC IS YOURS!
The young leaders interviewed themselves about Play Europe project… let’s see.
Do you have the ambition to do something concerning politics later in your career?
Dora, from Greece: I suppose I would like to influence my society in a different way and
not be involved in politics. "You may say I am a dreamer" but I would prefer to live in
a world with more solidarity but less politics. I wish that, one day, I could impart this
idea to as many people as I can....
Lina, from Greece: Politics has always been an interesting field to me. Taking into
consideration that I find active participation in decision making processes very
challenging I would give serious thought in becoming more involved in the future as
long as it wouldn’t question my ethics. .
Alessia, from Italy: At the moment I don't have the ambition to do something
concerning politics.. Maybe in the future, but I think just locally, in my municipality or
region.

What is the biggest problem concerning the project Play Europe topics in your country/town?
Yaiza, from Spain: The biggest problem in Spain would be, without any doubt, one of
the topics Play Europe dealt with in one of its meetings: youth unemployment. This
country is full of young people prepared enough to perform all kind of jobs. We get
really trained, but when we’re out in the labour market we just can’t find our place for
one simple reason: there is none. What can we do, then? Most of the young people in
Spain are thinking of leaving our homes, go to another country and start a new life,
looking for jobs far from our friends and families. It’s not what we want, but it’s what
we have to do. I was glad to hear in the Play Europe meeting that this is a problem
that is being taken into consideration, and it was very interesting to share thoughts
with people from another countries: some of them were aware of the situation, some
of them weren’t, but fortunately are now interested in knowing about and solving it.
Dora, from Greece: It is true that the unemployment is the most serious problem we
face nowadays. Unfortunately, more and more highly educated young people decide
to leave the country in order to find a job. Today, leaving Europe is an even more
common situation...
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LEADER’S OPINIONS: THE MIC IS YOURS!
The young leaders interviewed themselves about Play Europe project… let’s see.
Why do you participate in Play Europe?
Dora, from Greece: At first, Play Europe was an opportunity for me to meet new people
from several European countries (which is what I love the most). In Rotterdam, I
listened to so many different people expressing their point of view and describing their
culture, that it became clear how different our lives were but, at the same time, how
much alike. I met even more people in Buje; everyone had something special about
them. Today, I totally believe in those people, I believe in youth, I believe that there
are future leaders among us. And I can finally feel my European identity. Play Europe
absolutely gives me much more than I expected it to!
Yaiza, from Spain: I’ve always been interested in knowing about other cultures, even
when, at first sight, we don’t look so different. That’s why, as soon as I knew about
Spain being part of this project, I tried to be a part of it. It’s very well laid out, and it
touches on topics that we, as young European citizens, are worried about.
It was an awesome opportunity to meet people from different countries, with
different ways of seeing things but willing to share thoughts and ideas. I feel like it
has made me grow as a person and as a citizen in a community like the European
Union, being now more aware of it. In conclusion, it has fulfilled my objectives and has
expanded my horizons.

… but Play Europe is also «having fun» and «friendship»
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Some shots from Buje / Umag event
BUJE - UMAG (Croatia) / 24, 25 and 26 of June 2014

HOW TO FIND PLAY EUROPE PROJECT ON THE WEB
Play Europe Website: www.playeurope.eu
Play Europe on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/playeurope?fref=ts
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